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STORYTELLING

Making Any Story Your Own

The Big Idea
Create your unique version of any story, learning the
storyteller’s skill of identifying a story’s “bones” then
“dressing it up” with imaginative details of your choosing –
making it “your own!”

with Pam Faro

You'll Need
Imagination
Paper for writing on
Pen or pencil
Stories document (attached)
Step-By-Step video tutorial:
www.think360arts.org

The Plan
Step 1 – Watch the 1st section of the video, until you’re asked to pause it.
Step 2 – Read “The North Wind and the Sun." (It’s best to read it out loud!)
Step 3 – What are “story bones?” You can think of the “bones” of any story as the fewest sentences you can use to tell the story.
An example for the Wind and Sun story:
Wind and Sun argued about which was strongest.
They held a contest to see who could take the coat off a man.
Wind blew hard but the man held onto his coat more tightly.
Sun then became gently warmer and warmer.
The man felt so hot he took off his coat.
Moral: You can sometimes get your way better with gentleness than by force.
Step 4 – Time to analyze! Instead of skin, hair, clothes, etc. that go on real bones, here are some ways of dressing up the story’s bones:
Dialog (characters speaking words; not just describing what they did and said)
Character personality (Was Wind boastful or kind? Was Sun angry or calm? What were they like?)
Descriptions of the characters’ actions (What did the Wind blow around? What were the reactions of the animals and people to
Wind’s blowing, and to Sun’s warmth?
Details about the setting of the story (Where did the horseman stop his horse?)
On a sheet of paper, write down the ways the storyteller in the video dressed up the story’s bones. Or, tell your ideas out loud
to a partner. Really explore how the story bones got dressed up!

The Plan cont.
Step 5 – Watch the 2nd section of the video.
Step 6 - Choose one of the folk tales provided, then on a piece of paper write out the “bones” of the story, using the fewest
sentences you can to tell what happens, like in the example above of the Wind and Sun.
Step 7 – What details will you add to “dress up” the bones of the story? Take time to have fun and imagine…
For each character in the story:
What is the character like physically?
How does the character move?
Choose a part in the story; imagine what the character is feeling then.
Does the character have a voice? How does it sound?
Will any character speak? What words will they say?

Think about the setting:
In your imagination, what can you see in
the story, what is around the characters?
What can you imagine hearing? Smelling?
Feeling?

Step 8 – Watch the 3rd section of the video.
Step 9 – Have fun imagining more and telling your story, and try this with other stories!

Teaching Artist Tip

Going Further
Try this with ANY story – folktales, legends,

Try your ideas out loud - that’s what makes storytelling

ghost stories, true-life stories, and more.

different from story writing – we use our voices and our

You can find stories to learn and tell in many

physical expressions to tell a story to someone!

places such as your own books at home,

When you practice out loud you can sometimes get good ideas

online or a library. Search for folktales, fairy

to try that don’t occur to you when you think silently. You can

tales, legends and fables from around the

practice your “dressed-up” story to a family member, to
yourself in a mirror, to a friend in an online chat, or even a pet
or stuffed animal!

world!
Family stories can be especially fun and/or
meaningful to learn and tell. “Telling Your
Own Stories” by Donald Davis is a wonderful

Have fun with creating dialog for your story’s characters – it’s

resource book for finding and telling personal

often more interesting for both you and your listeners when

and family stories.

you say what the characters are actually saying to each other,
rather than just describing what they say and do. You can try
different voices for different characters, too.
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